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Right here in River City: Music Man debuts
Photo | Nolen Doorack

267 admitted
to class of
2019
Down from 286
last year
BY Connor
CORE STAFF

BY Sam
STAFF

D

Heagney

on’t expect any Trouble
in St. Louis U. High over
the weekend while the theater
puts on The Music Man for an
extended performance starting on Thursday and spanning through Sunday.
For four days and five
productions, the Schulte Theater will transform into River
City, Iowa as St. Louis U. High
presents The Music Man. The
show is made up of 49 cast
members as well as 16 crew
members.
The Music Man is an upbeat comedy that stresses the
importance of family values,
especially forgiveness. It follows “Professor” Harold Hill,
a travelling con man played by
junior Elliot Auch, into River
City, Iowa, where he plans to
perform his next scheme.
“(Hill) is not a good guy
in any way, in fact he’s a giant
sleezebag,” said Auch, who is
appearing in his seventh production.
This production will be
director Joe Schulte’s third
time directing The Music Man
at SLUH. Schulte also directed the show once at Ursuline
and three times at the Muny.
It is also his last SLUH production.

“Mr. Schulte is a visionary and it’s an honor to be
in his last production,” said
senior Emil Beckford, who
plays Jacey Squires.
Schulte chose The Music
Man because he thought that
the cast matched its needs
better than other options.
“Looking at the horses
we had in the stable, we decided that this production
was the best,” said Schulte. “I
got exactly what I wanted.”
The musical opens on a
train full of travelling salesmen, including Hill. The musical immediately establishes
its rhythmic tone, which lasts
throughout the play.
Hill arrives at River City,
a town notorious for its dislike
of salesmen with a chip on
the shoulder attitude, as they
show in the musical number
“Iowa Stubborn,” which Hill
accepts as a challenge.
“Schulte has really tried
to build up the small town atmosphere,” said Nerinx junior
Grace Clemens, who plays
Alma Hix, one of the upper
crust women of the town.
Hill sets up his usual con,
selling band instruments and
uniforms to towns throughout
the Midwest with the promise
that he will teach kids how to
play, only to skip town after
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collecting the town’s money.
He does so with the help of
former accomplice Marcellus Washburn, played by junior Joseph Schultz. Schultz
described Washburn as “the
quirky sidekick” to Hill.
He opens his scheme
with “Ya Got Trouble,” a number in which he explains why
the town needs a band.
“Hill knows exactly how
to game these townspeople
and has his plans perfected to
a science,” Auch said.
In the midst of his con,
Hill runs into the only musician in the town, librarian
Marian Paroo, played by Cor
Jesu senior Julia Pottinger.

continued on page 4

he St. Louis U. High acceptance letters were sent
on Saturday to 267 students
representing 65 different zip
codes.
This year’s 287 applicants
were fewer than the 323 of the
class of 2018—a drop of 13
percent. Admissions Director Anja Schmelter attributes
this drop to the significantly
smaller numbers of male
live births in St. Louis in the
years 2000 and 2001, the birth
years of the class of 2019, in
comparison to past years. The
Admissions department expected this decline, and the
continuation of the trend will
be a topic of challenge for the
department in future years.
“We’ve seen a decline in
the number of applicants,”
said Schmelter. “This is something we’ve been expecting,
and it is due to demographics. The number of live births
is going to stabilize. We’re
dealing with that and also
the lesser number of kids going to Catholic high schools,
although we continue to increase the number of students
coming from public schools.
This is nothing that we did
not expect.”
Though the number of
students is down, the class of
2019 is exciting in its diversity
and academic ability.

continued on page 4

Visiting Ferguson six months after the shooting of Michael Brown. Page 5
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Class leads sustainability effort
AP Environmental Science students step up to look at how
SLUH deals with waste. Page 2


News

“She’s had a really hard
life. She’s had to grow up fast,
so she seems kind of uptight.
I think it’s more of a mask that
she’s put on. She’s really just a
fun person, but everyone’s
already pegged her as ‘the Librarian,’” said Pottinger.
On July 4, as the townspeople gather in the gym
for a talk from Mayor Shinn
(senior Nate Cummings),
troublemaker Tommy Djilas
(senior Brian Seckfort) sets
off a firecracker and sends the
gym into panic. Amidst the
chaos, Hill takes the chance to
talk to the people again about
the disciplinary benefits of es-
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Right on the sweet spot
Racquetball wins last two matches to complete perfect season,
looking to win another state title.
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District contestants
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Hockey skates on
Solid quarterfinal victories catapult the team to semis. Page 6
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Junior Elliot Auch (center) as Harold Hill in The Music Man. The show opens tonight at 7:30 in the Joseph Schulte Theatre.
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look at any house can
tell the viewer volumes
about the occupants, as will
be the case with the new St.
Louis U. High Jesuit home.
Construction will begin next
month. The residence is being updated to reflect changes
within the Society of Jesus
as well as modern housing
needs.
The house will be built on
the western end of Wise Avenue on lots owned by SLUH,
neighboring the Backer Community Garden. The new
residence will feature several
improvements compared to
the two current residences of
the SLUH Jesuits, located at
3 and 15 Lawn Avenue. The
two-story house will feature
an elevator to allow for complete handicap accessibility. The home’s chapel will be
prominent in the front of the
building, along with offices
and dining areas. The front of
the house will serve as a more
public area for visitors.
In the back, a more private area, will be the kitchen
and two bedrooms; the other
six suites will be on the second floor. Each bedroom will
feature an adjoined personal
bathroom, an important feature as many members of the
order grow older. The basement plans include an exercise and TV room along with
some unfinished and unexcavated areas. An elevator
will join all three levels of the
house to provide complete
handicap accessibility.
The improved residence
will not be intended to serve
only SLUH Jesuits. It will be
built to house eight so that
other members of the order
will be able to live there as
needed; economic shifts may
require Jesuits to use different housing options with the
possible closure of a larger
residence, Jesuit Hall on SLU’s
campus.
“It’ll be a multi-apostolic
community,” said Burshek,
who has been involved with
planning since he arrived at
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Environmental Science class looks at SLUH composting and recycling
BY Sam
STAFF

Chechik

W

hen the average St.
Louis U. High student leaves the Si Commons,
he dumps his half-finished
burger in the recycling bin,
his boat of finished fries in
the trash, and his used plastic
baggies into the compost bin.
But Bill Anderson’s AP
Environmental Science class
is trying to improve SLUH’s
composting and recycling
program. Each day, students
throw away, recycle, and compost the wrong items into
the wrong bin. Anderson is
currently frustrated with the
program, so this year, he and
his class are trying to make a
difference.
“I think (SLUH’s program) has taken a downturn,
and that was frustrating and
disappointing,” said Anderson. “I wanted to stop that
slide.”
The downfall of the program can be stopped by the
goals that the class has set.
“I think the goal of the
project is just to get the SLUH
community to go towards actually using compost and recycling as it should be used,”
said senior Andrew Fix, who
is in the class.
The class has done an annual project for the past four
years, and this year’s group
hopes to improve awareness
about the differences between
garbage, recycling, and compost.
Students in the class do a
garbage inventory every year,

when they collect all of the
waste from the cafeteria and
sort it to see what’s going on
in the trash cans, the compost
bins, and the recycling bins.
Uneaten food is frequently
found and in huge amounts.
(See Prep News Volume 78, Issue 22.)
“The results are terrible
(for the last year). We’re not
doing anywhere near as good
a job as we could for a group
of thoughtful, intelligent, caring young men,” said Anderson. “And faculty, we could
be doing a whole lot better. I
think a large part of it is just
lack of information or poor
information.”
The class has many plans
for reinvigorating the current
program in order to spread
the word. The preliminary
process includes conducting
interviews with SLUH faculty
and staff, including Director
of Facilities Joe Rankin, Food
Service Consultant Kathy
Hylla, Sustainability moderator Anne Marie Lodholz, and
Director of Environmental
Services Dee Byrd. Conversations with the faculty will
range from benefits and cost
to organization of bin separation and pick up.
“We can have a significant impact just by reducing
what we throw away, and in
the cafeteria at lunch, almost
nothing should go in the trash
cans,” said Anderson. “We
should have tiny little trash
cans and huge recycling bins.”
In fact, the only items
that should be put in the trash

cans are wrappers from candy
and desserts and plastic baggies. One little piece of trash
can lead to a trashed recycling
bag.
“If (the recycling bag)
is contaminated, the bags get
pulled out. If you’ve got the
recycling bin and there’s a
hamburger bun in there, (the
whole recycling bag) may end
up just getting pulled out and
thrown in the trash,” said Anderson.
The class also plans to
create a survey to be sent to
students, faculty, and staff
about attitudes towards recycling and composting, how
items are distinguished (to be
recycled or composted), and
how often each person tries
to separate the trash from the
recycling from the compost.
“(The survey’s) aimed at
gauging the attitude of people
at SLUH and their attitude
towards composting and just
sustainability as a whole,” said
Fix. “I just think there’s a general lack of knowledge as to
what goes where.”
Besides SLUH itself, the
class will look at the programs
of other area high schools like
De Smet, CBC, Nerinx, Cor
Jesu, and Notre Dame and
colleges like Washington University or St. Louis University.
“If another school has a
program that’s working, we
may as well try to mimic that
and figure out something that
will work for SLUH because
it doesn’t seem that right now
something is working for
SLUH,” said senior Jack Sul-

Speech ends season in second
Danback and Kiehl
take individual
firsts
BY John Michael Fitzgerald and Jack Perryman
REPORTERS

A

fter falling short of placing for the first time in
20 years last winter, SLUH’s
speech team returned to its
old ways this year, claiming
second place during finals this
past weekend ahead of third
place St. Joseph’s Academy
and behind first place winner
Cor Jesu.
“We had to work hard
to compete with Cor Jesu,”
said senior Marty Johnson,
President of the Speech Team.
“Everyone put in a great deal
of time developing the right
voice for their speeches and it
really showed at the meet.”
Under expert head coach
Kathryn Whitaker, the team
worked relentlessly to show
that its winning reputation
had yet to crumble. In the
past few months, team members have been meeting with
their coaches to grow into
character.
“We work a lot on presentation, articulation, and

connecting with our audience, all of which are part of
the beautiful world of theatre,” said Whitaker.
The SpeechBills had two
first place finishers. Senior
Jack Kiehl finished first by
unanimous decision in Poetry, reciting three of Paul Laurence Dunbar’s poems. Junior
Austin Danback placed first
in Original Oratory speaking
about the issues surrounding
immigration.
“Austin and Jack did
a great job perfecting their
speeches,” said Johnson.
“They really gave us the momentum we needed to jump
past St. Joe and into second.”
Along with the first place
winners, junior Evan Brende
contributed to the tally for
SLUH, bringing home a second place trophy in Storytelling, reciting an excerpt from
Cat Kong by Dav Pilkey.
Junior Ryan Hopkins
and sophomore Blaise Lanter finished second in Duet
Improv, a new category this
year. Participants received a
random scenario, then were
given three minutes to create
and resolve a problem based
on the scenario. Hopkins and
Lanter were coached by Improv teacher Kevin McKer-

nan.

Junior Elliot Auch and
freshman Pierce Hastings
were another sound combination, competing in Duet Acting, where they took second
place.
Auch competed in Humorous-Serious Interpretation, which requires a scene
to be performed by one actor
playing multiple characters
without moving from the
waist down. Auch put on an
outstanding
performance,
collecting another second
place mark for the Jr. Bills.
Overall, the SpeechBills
executed well at finals.
“You always want to finish first, but as a team we were
very happy with our performance as we all really improved through the course of
the year,” said Hopkins.
The final meet was a
feather in the cap for Johnson, who has participated
in speech for the past three
years.
“It was kind of a struggle
all year with people coming
in and out of absences, which
made hearing the announcement of our second place win
even better,” said Johnson.

livan, another class member.
Once the preliminary
work is completed, the class
will formulate a plan to improve the program at SLUH.
With data on recycling
and composting from previous years in their files, the
class can easily compare their
current plan to ones implemented in the past, monitoring the effectiveness and frequency of the recycling and
composting. Although STUCO and Sustainability Club
have tried to fix the problems
with the program in the past,
the class project really has an
effect.
“I’m really trying to take
the ideas that have been working in Sustainability Club/
STUCO and just trying to
put them towards the project now,” said senior Andrew
Harper, a fellow classmate.
“Sustainability and STUCO
have the support, but now
that it’s a class project, it’s so
much easier.”
To help spread the
awareness, the group plans to
talk to the art department to
make creative, portable, and
eye-catching signs. To deal
with the cost, they will also
consider asking the third floor
for aid.
“It’s the right thing to do.
We’ve got one earth, and we
need to protect it and maintain it and preserve it for the
generations to come,” said
Anderson. “It’s intimately
linked to our whole Ignatian
viewpoint here. It’s a vital part
of what our mission should

art | Matthew Hennessey and Joe Fentress

be.”

Overall, Anderson wants
to finish the project by the
end of third quarter, a big goal
to achieve. Although many
deadlines occur in February
(for the project), much work
is still to be done.
“The biggest impact it
would have would be the beginning of next year,” said
Anderson. “You start with the
education and information

and catch everybody in the
beginning and then ingrain
those habits. Trying to change
a bunch of habits fourth quarter is going to be tough.”
“I think we need to keep
pushing to be more sustainable,” said Sullivan. “Especially just seeing how much
gets wasted, it would really be
nice to see SLUH change and
actually try to minimize our
waste.”

Gray and gloomy day: chess loses
30-0 to Belleville West
BY Sam
STAFF

L

Chechik

ike the gray and gloomy
night outside, the St. Louis U. High chess team’s results
after falling to Belleville West
30-0 on Wednesday afternoon
were ominous.
“We played good kids.
We have good kids, but it’s
possible to lose all the boards,”
said coach Don Steingruby.
Held in the Ignatian
Conference Room, the match
was a silent battle between
SLUH and Belleville West,
and although SLUH put up a
fight last year, only losing 2010, they once again fell to Belleville West’s five-senior team.
“All the games were competitive. I’m not disappointed

in any way,” said Steingruby.
“What I saw was kids coming
and thinking for an hour—
close to two hours straight—
and any time those things
occur, learning’s occurring,
and that’s really an important
thing.”
On board one was junior Sergio Goodwin, two
was sophomore Will Kelly,
three was junior Miles Quigless, four was senior Conner
Brinkmann, and five was senior Lewis Kelley.
“It depended a lot upon
strategy and who made mistakes, and I made a big mistake, which ended up costing
me the game,” said Goodwin.
“I thought I could have won
from that bishop (that I lost).”

“What happened was
that I got greedy. I had three
major errors, and it was probably, quite frankly, one of the
worst games I’ve ever played,
if not the worst,” said Kelly.
“Then, towards the end, I had
a fair chance of a comeback
despite getting beaten because
I always play to the end no
matter what, and I said, ‘Play
your hardest or else you’re not
learning anything.’”
Steingruby emphasized
the fact that the team is young
and has great potential.
“I think any match with
our guys is winnable,” said
Steingruby. “We’ve got good
enough guys on all boards
that on any given day we can
win.”
photo | Patrick Enderle
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Junior Sergio Goodwin contemplates a move in yesterday’s match.
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New residence for Jesuits to break ground next month
(continued from page 1)

SLUH this past fall.
The house’s design will
reflect the nature of the religious community it will serve.
“It’s nice but functional.
The rooms are gonna be simple. They’ll have a desk, they’ll
have a bed, a chair, some place
for clothes and bookcases, but
it won’t be all sorts of stuff in
the rooms,” said Burshek. “It’s
gonna be a nice house. I’ll say
that. It’s gonna be comfortable. But it is a place where
we’re gonna make sure that it
serves our needs, it serves the
needs of the school and is true
to what I’d call Jesuit poverty.”
The idea to construct a
new house for the community
came from President David
Laughlin, and has been in the
works for about five years. The
plan has received more attention in recent months largely
thanks to the generosity of the
school’s benefactors, which
has helped to put the plan in
the budget.
“(The current Jesuit residence) is an older house. (The

new house) is something that
I think, long-term, when you
look at the age of our house, if
you look at the horizon of our
school, it seems appropriate,”
said Laughlin.
“Where we are now, the
buildings have to be rehabbed
eventually anyway. How do we
want to do this?” said SLUH
Jesuit community superior
Jim Burshek, S.J.
Because the lots on
Wise were originally zoned
for smaller houses for families, Director of Facilities Joe
Rankin had to obtain the signatures of all property owners
within a 500 foot radius of
the lots demonstrating their
support for the rezoning of
the land for a larger house for
eight unrelated occupants.
Rankin spoke to every property owner on Wise Avenue,
five on Lawn, and a few business owners, including those
of the Kingshighway Subway
and the new Manchester EZ
Storage. The support of the local community was necessary
for SLUH to receive the city’s
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The house will be built on the western end of Wise Avenue on lots owned by SLUH, neighboring the Backer Community Garden.

approval for the construction,
which they did on Jan. 29.
The school also needed
support for the project from
the Jesuits’ Central-Southern

Provincial Superior, Ron Mercier, S.J.
To plan the design of the
house, SLUH has hired John
Guenther and Dennis Tacchi

of Dennis G Tacchi & Associates Architects. Construction
will be done by BSI Constructors, the same company that
built the Si Commons and

SLUH Property
The Steel Erection
Company building (1) stores
track equipment during
the off-season. The parking
lot to the east was paved by
SLUH and took the place of
a similar warehouse building.
This cinderblock building (2) houses batting cages
used by baseball coach Steve
Nicollerat.
Although SLUH does
not own this playing field
(3), the school does maintain it. Compton-Drew is allowed to use it during school
hours; after 3 p.m., SLUH is

permitted to use it for sports
practices.
SLUH owns the five
easternmost rows (4) on the
Science Center parking lot.
The whole lot is maintained
as though it were one piece
of property.
This “pizza slice” wedge
(5) of property serves as
headquarters for Al Teske
and the landscaping crew.
3 and 15 Lawn Avenue
(6, 8) are currently home
to SLUH’s Jesuit community. SLUH owns four more
houses (7, 9, 10, 11) in the
neighboorhood.
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Danis Field House.
The
groundbreaking
ceremony will be Thursday,
March 12, at 11:30 a.m. following the second exam.
graphics| Giuseppe Vitellaro
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The cartoon does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Prep News or St. Louis U. High.

Teachers’ Children in The Music Man

photos | Nolen Doorack

The Music Man unofficially features the largest number of faculty member’s children in a SLUH production. (From left to right) Marcy Hannick, daughter of math teacher Craig Hannick; senior Nate Cummings, son of English teacher Mark Cummings; Emily Moore, daughter of theatre teacher Tim Moore; Joe and freshman Sam Pottinger, sons of band teacher Jeff Pottinger; and
Julia Pottinger, daughter of band teacher Jeff Pottinger.											
Info credit | Mark Cummings
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267 admitted to class
of 2019; Phone-A-Jr.Bill program changed
(continued from page 1)

Two hundred forty admitted students are from Missouri, 25 come from Illinois,
and two currently reside in
Texas but have plans to move
to Illinois. Fourteen zip codes
from Illinois house admitted
students.
For the second year in
a row, the largest number of
students admitted is from
Kirkwood, with 25 students,
five fewer than last year’s 30.
Both Ballwin and University
City are sending the next largest number of students at 17.
St. Peter in Kirkwood
once again leads the pack in
students admitted to SLUH
with 11. Mary, Queen of Peace
in Webster and St. Catherine
Laboure in Sappington each
have ten accepted students,
and Our Lady of Lourdes in
University City and St. Joseph-Manchester are sending
nine students each.
Seventy-seven percent of
the class comes from private
institutions, whether Catholic, Lutheran, or non-Catholic. Twenty-two percent come
from public schools, a small
decline from last year’s 23
percent. One percent of the
class is homeschooled.
Following the trend of
previous years, more than
80 percent of the admitted
students are Catholic. Fourteen percent are Christian
non-Catholic, and students of
Hindu, Muslim, Jewish, and
other backgrounds make up
about 4.5 percent of the class.
As in past years, prospective students were asked
to identify their ethnicity
as part of their application’s
completion. Two hundred
thirty-one students, making
up 87 percent of the class of
2019, reported Caucasian.

Nineteen African American
students, nine Asian students,
seven Hispanic students, and
one Filipino student round
out the class of 2019.
The class of 2019 has 40
sons of SLUH alumni and
70 brothers. Twelve students
have both a father and at least
one brother that are alumni.
The Admissions Committee works throughout the
fall interviewing students
and compiling applications.
The group then spends two
days in conference discussing
whether or not each student
will be a good fit at SLUH before making final recommendations to Schmelter.
Admitted students will
receive information about
next year’s adoption of oneto-one technology in their
packet at their welcome Mass
on Feb. 24.
The Admissions team
has introduced a revamped
Phone-A-Jr. Bill program, the
night when the Admissions
Ambassadors call and welcome the accepted students
to the SLUH community, for
this year, aiming to increase
personal touch and lock in
the students on the fence of
attending SLUH.
“It’s a great class,” said
SLUH principal John Moran.
“I’ve said right away from
the first day that there are so
many students with nothing
but A’s and few B’s for years
in their elementary school.
There were so many really, really qualified guys that we’re
excited about so that even
when it came to discussing
is this the right fit, we had
already accepted so many students at that point. We just
kept saying there’s another
one. It’s exciting.”

The cast gathers in the town square in The Music Man.

(continued from page 1)

tablishing a marching band,
reprising “Ya Got Trouble.”
Although his scheme is
going according to plan, Hill’s
attempts to flirt with Marian
continue to fall flat. In the
next scene, Marian continues
to ignore him when he enters
the library, and breaks into
dance for “Marian the Librarian.”
“She has a lot of control
in her life and that’s where she
finds her security, in control.
I think the moment that she
loses all control is in ‘Marian
the Librarian,’ you’ll see that
it’s all chaos and she’s not in
control,” said Pottinger.
Act I comes to a close
with the townspeople gathered at the town square while
the instruments arrive and
Hill passes instruments out
to the children. Marian’s feelings towards Hill finally begin to flip when she sees the
positive affect Hill has on

her little brother, Winthrop
Paroo, (freshman Matthew
Rauschenbach).
“It’s a really pivotal moment in the play,” said Pottinger.
Throughout the rest of
the play, Hill is troubled with
a decision between carrying
on his con and confronting
his fondness towards Marian. These conflicting feelings come to a point in Act II,
leading to an exciting ending.
Dance teacher Simonie
Anzalone and SLUH alum
Andy Frank, ’09, choreographed all of the dances for
the show.
The play also features a
four-man barbershop quartet,
comprised of Beckford, senior
John Mattingly, sophomore
Zach Hennes, and freshman
Darren Tucker. In addition to
direction from musical director Larry Pry, the quartet got
separate singing lessons from

choral director Joe Koestner, who is in his last year at
SLUH. The quartet highlights
four men who can never get
along until Hill unites them in
their apparent love for song.
“It’s a neat feature that’s
special just for this production, especially since it’ll mark
Doc Koestner’s last year,” said
Anzalone.
The actors and actresses
aren’t the only ones working days on end to make the
production work, however.
Although there are no special
sets needed in the production,
the show does take full advantage of its props.
“There are a lot of set
pieces. We have to pull some
out and put some in during
intermission,” said junior and
crew member Brandon Smith.
Over the course of the
play, the cast and crew has
had problems keeping everybody healthy. But, it’s been

able to deal with the issues in
hand.
“That happens every year,
so there’s nothing that’s really
any surprise. Every show is
gonna offer certain challenges
and some things come up that
you didn’t think about, so you
have to work around it,” said
Schulte.
“It’s a lot of work and a
lot of stress so it’s hard to fight
it off. These people are troopers and hard workers. I know
they’ll make it happen,” said
Whitaker.
Unlike most productions
throughout the year, the musical will run four days.
“You start to own it and
become more and more confident,” said Whitaker.
The Music Man will show
tonight through Sunday night
at 7:30 p.m., as well as a Sunday matinee at 2:00. Tickets
are $7 in advance and $10 at
the door.
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Visiting Ferguson: a perspective
BY Sam Fentress
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

M

“

ust Christ wait 50 years
... or will you speed the
dawn of justice for the Negro
by eradicating this prejudice
wherever you find it?”
Exactly 71 years ago yesterday, a Jesuit priest named
Claude Heithaus delivered
those words in a sermon at
St. Louis University. Last
May I wrote a feature about
Heithaus, a SLUH graduate
who taught archeology at SLU
for several years and had spoken out several times against
the university’s refusal to admit black students.
In early 1944, he gave
an impassioned sermon urging the university to integrate.
His words were powerful, and
Heithaus was exiled to an
army installation for speaking
out, but the school admitted
five black students the following semester, becoming
the first university west of the
Mississippi to integrate.
I spent a large chunk of
time in Ferguson over the
weekend. Andrew Moore, a
photographer and friend of
my dad’s, was in town doing
a shoot for Politico. He was
scouting shots for an upcoming cover story on race, and
having been to Ferguson once
before a few months ago, I
was curious to see how things
might have changed. I tagged
along.
When I went in November, I visited Canfield—the
street where Michael Brown
was killed—and drove along
West Florissant, the main
ground for activity in Ferguson. As we revisited those
sites, I took photos with my
dad’s camera.
The actual memorial to

Michael Brown—a huge pile
consisting largely of flowers and fluffy stuffed animals—has changed little in
the past few months. What
has changed is the tone and
variety of visitors. On the day
I was there in November, it
was somber. People came to
pay respects, to cry, to just
see it. The crowd last Saturday
was more lively, and multifarious. I spoke with families
from Wisconsin and Turkish
reporters. Some people came
with faith, others agendas, and
some both.
At one point during our
visit, we saw a man turn onto
Canfield carrying a thick
wooden cross. It was close to
15 feet long, solid, and took
several men to lift it into
a truck in a parking lot on
Canfield. The man carrying
the cross was with a group of
six or seven other students
and faculty from St. Louis
Christian College. They were
friendly, but upset. “The police have all the power in this
city,” one woman lamented.
“Something needs to change.”
Another bystander introduced himself as a local activist who said his main goal in
the wake of Ferguson was to
fight gun violence. He showed
us a video of police using flash
bangs to scare protesters. He
said he usually hung around
the memorial during the
day, networking and raising
awareness.
The most interesting
moment came near the end
of our time on Canfield, as I
watched a group of four African American mothers and
their children take pictures
of themselves in front of the
stuffed animal offering. First
it was the children; the moth-
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The memorial to Michael
Brown, made
up of stuffed
animals and
flowers.

ers took pictures as the kids
put their hands up. Then the
mothers. As the group of
children photographed their
moms next to the memorial, I
looked on, trying to read their
expressions. Was it pride? Was
it grief? Was it indifference?
I left with a lot of questions, some about my own
identity and role as a white
teenager in St. Louis. I hadn’t
even read much about Ferguson since November, and I’m
not completely sure how to respond to what has happened
in St. Louis since the Grand
Jury decided not to indict
Darren Wilson. There’s a kind
of void between my own experience and what’s happened
in Ferguson, even though it’s
a ten-minute drive from my
house.
I know, for one thing,
that there has been destruction, and scars that will take
time to heal. When I went to

Directly below: The front of Fashions R, photographed November 9.
Far Below: A burnt-down Fashions R, photographed February 7.

Ferguson in November, I photographed a women’s boutique
called Fashions R, which was
owned by a woman named
Juanita Morris. The night of
the Grand Jury decision, it
burned to the ground. Luckily, some UNC students helped
Morris raise $20,000 to build
a new one, but there is still a
scar—Morris had worked at
her store for 28 years.
I know, too, that there
has been healing and progress. People have responded to
events in Ferguson with love,
art, and activism. Beautiful
storefront art permeates the
streets of Ferguson, and as I’ve
said, there are a lot of people
out there who just want to talk
to you.
I thought about Fr.
Heithaus frequently while
in Ferguson; this week is the
anniversary of his famous
sermon, and his bravery in
dealing with issues of race has
crossed my mind many times
in the last few months. While
reporting for the feature on
Heithaus, I heard people say
over and over again that he
didn’t see his sermon as a heroic gesture. For people who
knew Heithaus, that makes
sense. He spent his whole existence in the service of the
marginalized.
It’s hard to face the potential of this reality; that being a Catholic is a biting call
to be fighting for what you
think is right. How many of us
actively seek ways to change
others’ hearts and minds for
the better?
There’s a part of me—
probably a part larger than I’d
like to admit—that believes

Above, a man carries a cross into a parking lot on Canfield,
the street where Michael Brown was killed. Below, local protestors converse at Michael Brown’s memorial.

little is expected of me in regards to what we’ve seen in
St. Louis in the past half-year
(Monday marked six months
since Michael Brown was
killed). Spending time in Ferguson and talking to people
at Brown’s memorial began to
give me a sense of how little
I understand. But it also gave
me a chance to be on the other
end of that heroism. I got to be
receptive to people who cared
about what is happening in St.
Louis.
A change of heart and
mind for ourselves and, perhaps, for our city, starts with
a visit. Spending time in Ferguson and at the memorial
gave me a clearer sense of how
people are responding to the
events of the last 6 months.
I’ll admit that going up and
talking to people wasn’t immediately easy, but it helped
me get a sense of how Michael
Brown’s death has affected
people in St. Louis—more
completely than any news

piece or feature on Ferguson
could. Heithaus knew that;
much of the power of his story
comes from the image of him
standing at the pulpit, passionately delivering his sermon to a church filled with
students. Physical presence
sends a message.
I listened to Heithaus’
words read in his memory at
SLU’s college church last Sunday, this time by a SLU professor of African American studies. As I sat in the back of the
church, I felt their power—although this time was different. I hadn’t heard the words
read aloud before, or with
other people. At the end of the
reading, I stood with the rest
of the congregation. It was, I
think, an appropriate answer
to a weekend filled with questions.

all photos | Sam Fentress
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Hockey skates by Summit into the semis, Jesuit rivals next Racquetball
completes
Tim Nile
mance earned him the FSMidwest St. Louis
Blues High School Player of the Week award.
perfect
he St. Louis U. High hockey team cleared
“Did he perform? Oh yes he did,” said
T
quarterfinals this week with two conFitzGerald. “He is a real leader back between
season,
vincing wins over No. 9 seed Rockwood
the pipes and he gives us a lot of good enSummit, and look forward to facing De Smet
ergy.”
looks to
in the semifinals.
The second game of the series was just
The quarterfinal series was highlightas easy as the first. Tarlas was still injured but
State
ed by two changes in the roster: freshman
that didn’t stop the Jr. Bills. The team started
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BY
REPORTER

phenom and triple A player Matthew Hohl
returned from a concussion, and senior captain Danny Tarlas was unable to play due to
injuries.
The game also featured SLUH junior
Dan Hirlinger playing goalie for Rockwood
Summit. After there was no room for Hirlinger on the Jr. Bill varsity roster, he was put
into a pool and called by Rockwood Summit
to play for them.
“It’s disappointing for Dan but it’s good
that he’s getting ice time at the varsity level,”
said junior Connor FitzGerald. “He’s doing a
very selfless thing by going into the school
and I admire him for that.”
The action started early in the first game
as senior Brendan Walters took the puck and
scored off the opening puck drop.
The rest of the game was all Jr. Bills, who
controlled the puck well and dominated possession. The Falcons had a hard time getting
the puck out of their zone, which made it
easy for Jr. Bill offensive opportunities.
Goals by sophomore Liam Knobbe and
senior captain Tommy Espenschied made
the final score 3-0.
“We didn’t play our best hockey either
game,” said Espenschied. “We got by.”
The Jr. Bills outshot the Spartans 26-5.
Junior goaltender Joe Warnecke was superb
throughout the game; his shutout perfor-

BY Joseph
REPORTER

out with one shot on goal per minute for five
minutes; in the sixth minute, Knobbe scored
for the 1-0 lead.
The Jr. Bills only allowed two shots on
goal through the first 12 minutes of the game.
One of the shots was an incredible blocker
save by Warnecke on a Falcon breakaway.
Walters scored the Jr. Bills’ second goal
on a power play tip in at the end of the first
period.
The second period was just as successful
as the first. Junior Jonah Schwartz rebounded his own shot for a goal with 13:44 left.
Penalties continued to plague the Jr.
Bills, and with 2:41 left in the period senior
Jack Potter was penalized for knee contact,
but it didn’t matter because the team had his
back. Hohl buried a shorthanded breakaway
top shelf, making it 4-0 Jr. Bills, who outshot
the Falcons 13-4 for the period and 33-8 for
the game.
Rockwood Summit scored on a power
play midway through the period, but the
game ended 4-1 in favor of the Jr. Bills, who
advanced to the semifinals to face De Smet.
“Obviously the team’s playing very well
right now,” said junior Joey Pinkowski, who
has been out for most of the season rehabilitating from a wrist injury. “They’re not
showing any sign of slowing down, so they’re

Reznikov

T

he St. Louis U. High racquetball team completed
its perfect regular season
with 7-0 shutout wins over
both Kirkwood and Parkway
West this week. The team finished 10-0, with eight of those
matches being shutouts.
The Jr. Bills faced off
against the Kirkwood Pioneers last Friday and won
without much trouble, with
the only close match coming
at the third seed, where Ben
Buescher won 15-12, 15-14.
Senior and No. 1 seed
Kevin Schneier, though he
expected nothing different,
was very happy with the performance of his teammates
against Kirkwood.
“We were able to play
well and beat them pretty
handily, which was good,” said
Schneier.
Coming off their landslide victory, the Jr. Bills came
back four days later and faced
Freshman Matt Hohl handles the puck up the ice.
continued on page 7
off against the Parkway West
Longhorns. SLUH kept its
momentum rolling with another 7-0 shutout. Parkway
West is one of SLUH’s biggest
photos | Patrick Enderle
racquetball rivals, so the win
Ten SLUH wrestlers will
was a huge confidence builder
compete in the District
for the Jr. Bills.
Tournament at Northwest
“We always expect ParkHigh School this weekend
way West to be really competifor the chance to qualify for tive, but we played well this
the State Tournament. The
time so we didn’t have much
top four finishers in each
trouble,” said junior doubles
weight class qualify for State. player Charlie Mueth. “EverySee next page for wrestlers
body executed.”
who will be competing.
“West is usually pretty
good,
but we beat them pretty
Collin
Arroyo
Sigmund Gusdorf

Wrestling hopes for pins and gold at Districts this weekend

Max Kavy

John Sims

continued on page 7

Hot hand: Basketball goes 2-1, will battle CBC tonight
photo | Patrick Enderle

BY Marty Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

T

Senior Hunter Schmidt goes in for a layup Tuesday night at Ladue.

he St. Louis U. High basketball team is
like a rock ‘em sock ‘em robot: sometimes
it socks its opponents and other times it gets
rocked. This week, SLUH socked their opponents more times than not, winning games
over Kirkwood and Ladue and falling to St.
Charles 51-41.
The Kirkwood Pioneers hosted the Jr.
Bills Friday hoping for an upset, but the
Jr. Bills had other ideas. Sophomore Brent
Smith’s six straight points topped with a huge
two-handed jam gave SLUH a 14-7 lead with
about a minute left to play in the first quarter.
“Coach challenged us to get ready for
Districts and I think we’re picking up our
play,” Smith said.
The Jr. Bills extended their lead in the
second quarter with the help of junior point
guard Matt Nester, who hit two three-pointers in a row and then followed with a short
jump shot to increase SLUH’s lead to 11 with
four minutes left in the half. The Jr. Bills took
the comfortable lead into halftime, leading
34-23.
But the Pioneers weren’t axed yet.
SLUH’s offense struggled and Kirkwood outscored the team 11-6 in the third quarter to
close the gap to 41-34.
To start the fourth, a Kirkwood three-

pointer and a pair of free throws cut the Jr.
Bills’ lead to two.
“I think we went into halftime up 10 or
11 points, and then we didn’t really execute
our defense,” said senior Hunter Schmidt.
“We let them dribble, drive, and penetrate,
and let them make easy buckets.”
Unfortunately for the Pioneers, the
SLUH offense regained its stride, powered
by Nester and freshman Mikey Sanders, who
combined for eight points in the closing minutes to seal a 59-51 win for the Jr. Bills.
Saturday, however, was not as kind to the
team. SLUH traveled to Maryville University
to face St. Charles, who had beat them earlier
in the season at the MICDS tournament, in
the Private/Public Showcase.
After SLUH took an 8-5 lead with 2:19
left to play in the first quarter, the Pirates went
on an 8-0 run to end the quarter and never
looked back.
“I don’t think we were mentally at that
game and it showed,” Schmidt said.
Beyond getting outrebounded 29-16 for
the game, the Jr. Bills’ biggest problem was
missed layups.
“When you miss 10 to 20 point-blank
layups it can be frustrating for the guys and
especially for the coaches and that was really
the difference in the game,” said head coach

continued on page 7
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A closer look: Jr. Bills District wrestlers
Justice Binder (Jr.), 106 lbs.
Binder carries an 18-9 record into the
District Tournament with the potential of doing great things. He is the fifth-highest ranked
wrestler in the district for his weight class. He
has also faced and defeated six of his district
opponents.
Binder is confident of his ability to perform well this weekend.
“I expect myself to put in every bit of
myself into the tournament this weekend, and
hopefully I’ll be able to punch the ticket to Columbia,” said Binder.
Danny Trittler (Soph.), 126 lbs.
Trittler has continued to improve dramatically over the course of the season. After losing his first ten matches, Trittler has worked
his way back to a 10-20 record. Trittler has only
defeated one district opponent, but is confident
that he will be able to perform well.
Collin Arroyo (Sr.), 132 lbs.
Arroyo has dealt with multiple issues this
season, but his skills are not doubted by anyone
on the team. Head coach Jon Ott, Arroyo, and
the rest of the team joke that he might just hold
the record for reversals in a career. Arroyo has
a remarkable ability to roll around and squirm
his way out of the control of his opponents.
Arroyo’s bizarre ability on bottom helped
him to a 22-14 record despite the injuries and
weight class issues that plagued him at the beginning of the season. He has four victories
over district opponents this season.
“I’m not going in with any expectations,”
said Arroyo. “Like Coach Ott said in practice,
I’ve put in the work, so whatever happens this
weekend, I feel like I’ve done the work to suc-

ceed.”
Ben Schulte (Jr.), 145 lbs.
Schulte has had a challenging transition
into his junior season and second year on
varsity. There are only a few wrestlers in the
145-pound weight class with Schulte’s strength.
He has worked through many of his struggles,
and has been progressing and even started hitting a hot streak recently to notch an 8-19 record.
Henry Mungenast (Jr.), 160 lbs.
Mungenast, like Arroyo, has dealt with recurring injury problems that have held him out
of a few competitions and kept him from wrestling at his full ability. Known for a dominant
pinning move that both his other brothers used
as well, Mungenast pinned nine opponents on
his way to a 12-11 record.
Rafael Robert (Sr.), 170 lbs.
The captain of the team has led the Jr.
Billikens by setting an example on the mat.
Robert has demonstrated dominant strength
over nearly every opponent in his weight class
and the technical ability to exploit opponents’
mistakes. Robert is the fourth-highest ranked
wrestler in the district for his weight class and
has a 28-8 record.
“All I want to do this weekend is wrestle
hard, win some big matches, and hopefully
punch my ticket to State,” said Robert.
Mick Callahan (Sr.), 182 lbs.
With a 27-6 record, Callahan is ranked in
the top seven wrestlers in the state for his weight
class going into the tournament this weekend.
He has finally found a style of wrestling specific

to him that he has stuck to throughout the season. In a very talent-crowded weight class, Callahan is confident that he can still qualify this
weekend.
Sigmund Gusdorf (Sr.), 195 lbs.
Gusdorf has wrestled the entire season a
full weight class light, but has not let that slow
him down. He uses strength and explosion
to overwhelm opponents who are as much as
25 pounds heavier than him. With surprising
speed and bruising strength, Gusdorf sports a
13-18 record.
John Sims (Sr.), 220 lbs.
Sims goes into Districts with an outstanding 28-6 record and is ranked No. 8 in the state.
His signature move has become somewhat notorious among his teammates, coaches, and opponents, and despite the talk, he still dominates
opponent after opponent with the move.
“I think Johnny and Max will help lead up
through this tournament since they have both
qualified before,” said Robert.
Max Kavy (Sr.), 285 lbs.
Kavy enters this weekend with the best
record on the team, and is likely the number
one seed in his weight class entering the tournament. Ranked No. 6 in the state for heavyweights, Kavy has physically destroyed many
of his opponents and worked up a 23-2 record.
“Of course I want to make it to State again.
I would like to get first place this weekend to
get me a good seed for the state tournament. I
can’t speak for everybody else, but I know I’ll be
ready to go for this one,” said Kavy.

Seckman’s Jaguar Invitational (2/7)
106–Justice Binder (Jr.)–Third Place

170–Rafael Robert (Sr.)–Third Place

220–John Sims (Sr.)–Second Place

126–Danny Trittler (So.)–Fourth Place

182–Mick Callahan (Sr.)–Second Place

285–Max Kavy (Sr.)–Second Place

132–Collin Arroyo (Sr.)–Third Place

195–Sigmund Gusdorf (Sr.)–Fifth Place

Basketball Racquetball primes for another State title
(continued from page 6)
the team meetings after each ing the stuff we would talk rankings because we hardly
to face
badly this time. It was really match.
about at team meetings at the ever lost games throughout
nice to end the year on a shut“When we were meeting beginning of the year to the the year, so it’ll be nice to near
No. 9 CBC out; it gives us a lot of momen- after the game against (Park- stuff we are talking about now, the top seeds in each of the
(continued from page 6)

Erwin Claggett. “If we make
our layups, as simple as it
sounds, we win the game.”
Despite the tough weekend loss, SLUH bounced back
nicely Tuesday night, soundly
beating the Ladue Rams 69-50
in a game that was never really
in question. Nester shot 5 for 7
from behind the arc, finishing
with 19 points, eight assists,
and six rebounds.
“I was just kind of hot,”
Nester said. “I was letting
them fly like I usually do, and
they were just going in.”
The defense was also
much-improved from Saturday, as SLUH held the Rams
to 40 percent shooting from
the field.
“I thought we defended
pretty well,” Claggett said.
The Jr. Bills had three
players in double figures in
the games and nine players
scored. It was an all around
good team game for SLUH
and a great warm up for tonight’s Paint It Pink game
against MCC rival CBC.
“Falling to St. Charles
was a setback, but I think for
the big games we’re ready and
we’re really pumped for CBC,”
said Smith.
Tip-off is tomorrow at 7
p.m. at SLUH against the Cadets.

tum heading into State,” said
Schneier.
The team has come a long
way since the beginning of the
season, when just two players
had previous varsity experience.
Mueth thinks the team’s
success is especially evident in

way) West, all of our critiques
were very nit-picky and I think
that shows that we’re playing
really well,” said Mueth. “We
have to search deep to find
things that we aren’t doing
well. We’re all just playing well
and in a groove, and hopefully
it will stay that way. Compar-

it’s pretty amazing.”
With the regular season
now over, the SLUH racquetball team is looking ahead to
State in two weeks and Nationals in three.
“I’m feeling really good
(about State). All of our players are going to have high

brackets,” said Schneier.
“Everyone just needs to
bring their A game and make
sure they don’t get down early,” Mueth agreed.
The State Tournament
will take place on Saturday
Feb. 21, at Vetta Concord.

Hockey expects a fight against the Spartans
(continued from page 6)

Semifinals will take place Hardee’s Iceplex in Chester- in order to get a feel for game
looking good in the postsea- next Thursday at 6:45 p.m. field. The team hopes to prac- conditions.
son.”
and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. at tice at the Iceplex on Tuesday
“I think that’s a big thing
for us,” said Espenschied.
photo | Dominik Skroska
“We’ve never played at Chesterfield so that’s really big for
us to get familiar with the
ice, especially because it is an
Olympic-size ice.”
The team is 2-1-2 against
De Smet this year, which the
one loss coming in an exhibition match at Shaw Park.
“We’re just sticking to the
same routine and the same
game plan,” said Espenschied.
“I imagine we will run three
lines at first then eventually
four. We’re really doing nothing different. It’s all work ethic
and that’s something you can’t
really teach, it’s something everybody just has to come out
and do.”
Espenschied is confident
in the team’s depth, as the
later lines have proven to be
the deciding factor in many
Sophomore Luke Gassett carries the puck into the offensive zone Monday against Rockwood.
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11-7 JV
Basketball
finds
success
despite
adversity
BY PJ Cox
REPORTER

A

s the JV basketball team’s
successful 11-7 season
comes to an end, head coach
Kent Kershenski is happy with
what he has seen from his
team.
“The definite highlight of
the year was winning both of
the tournaments we participated in, especially the CBC
tournament that SLUH has
never won in my 15 years of
coaching,” said Kershenski.
After falling 10-0 in the
beginning of the game, the
team rebooted and came back
to edge CBC in the tournament championship, 47-46.
One challenge throughout the season was losing JV
players as they were pulled
up to varsity. Kershenski said
that it’s not only hard for the
coaches, with lineups, but it is
also hard for the players to adjust so frequently to different
teammates on the court.
“From day one, Anthony
Hughes and Maurice Glass
have been very consistent in
every game,” Kershenski said.
“It’s just tough to play without
a consistent lineup.”
The team has been strong
with rebounding, getting to
the free-throw line and finishing games. Kershenski
said that the team’s defense
improved greatly over the season.
“We needed to be unselfish in the defensive zone,” said
Kershenski. “Our confidence
has improved throughout the
year, as a result from winning
close games.”
Sophomore guard Caleb
Holland said that all of their
games have been close. Some
of the games have been won
by just one point.
“(In the close games),
we just came together as a
team and fought through it,”
said sophomore point guard
Andrew Clair. “We fought
through (bad) calls, fought
through the fouls.”
Their next game will be
at 5:30 tomorrow at SLUH
against CBC.

close games. Although the Jr.
Bills and Spartans have very
similar playing styles, SLUH
has strength in numbers even
with the loss of senior powerhouse Tarlas.
“Our big advantage
against them is more depth,”
said Espenchied. “We can put
our third (line) with their first
(line) and it’s an even battle.”
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Friday, February 13

No Classes
V Wrestling’s Wrestling District (through Saturday)
5:30pm B Basketball vs. CBC
7pm
V Basketball vs. CBC
7:30pm Dauphin Players’ The Music Man
Friday, February 6

Monday, February 9

Seniors filled the chapel
for their penultimate senior
class Mass.
Yearbook joined together to meet their page quota for
an upcoming deadline.
Film Club showed Boyhood.

The Sophomore Crew
for the Freshman Retreat congregated in Campus Ministry
during lunch to go over the
schedule for the retreat and
preview what they will be doing over the weekend.
Cannonball Club discussed an excerpt from Saint
Ignatius of Loyola’s The Spiritual Exercises, which explains
the differences between consolation and desolation and
the true spirit and false spirit
while munching on pizza.
Chem Study congregated
in S302 after school to delve
into the infinitely deep basin
of knowledge that is Chemistry.

Saturday, February 7

Juniors and seniors and
their dates headed downtown
and crowded into the eighth
floor of Windows on Washington for Sno-Ball.
Sunday, February 8

Mock Trial met to practice scripts and prepare for the
next trial.
Freshman Retreat Junior Leaders met for training
in the chapel with the retreat’s
senior core team.

for the Ash Wednesday Mass.
Mock Trial met to practice scripts and prepare for the
next trial.
Wednesday, February 11

Pax Christi moderator Rob
Garavaglia, and six underclassmen, met in the Campus
Ministry conference room to
go over final details of the trip.
Senior Follies Writers
did something anonymously.
Latin Club fielded questions from first-time Latin
Convention goers.
Admissions Ambassadors met during activity period and after school to discuss
the revamped Phone-a-Jr. Bill.
They received packets holding
the names and information of
the students they were going
to call.
Chem Study met in S302
to learn about the wonders of
kilopascals and atmospheric
pressure.

Saturday, February 14
Valentine’s Day
7:30pm Dauphin Players

Sunday, February 15
1pm
Freshman Retreat Training (make up)
2:00pm Dauphin Players
7:30pm Dauphin Players

Staycation Club planned
for an upcoming outing on
Feb. 20 in Midtown that will
include dinner at The FounMonday, February 16
No Classes
tain, an architectural tour
Presidents’ Day (Washington’s Birthday)
along Lindell, and a tour of
the Grand Arts Center by St.
Tuesday, February 17
Late Start
Louis University.
Faculty/Staff
Mardi
Gras
Breakfast
Department chairs ad7:30am Ash Wednesday Litugical Choir Rehearsal
vertised optional courses to
4:30pm B Basketball @ MICDS
the freshmen at the Freshman
Class Meeting during activity
5:30pm TASK Cooking
period, mentioning the ad6:00pm V Basketball @ MICDS
vanced courses, fine arts, and
Lunch Special—Country Fried Steak
physical education options.
Vegetarian—Macaroni and Cheese
Tuesday, February 10
Those traveling to CaliThe Senior Pastoral fornia for the Arrupe Leader—Compiled by Sam Che- Wednesday, February 18
Mass Schedule
Team congregated to learn the ship Summit, including Cam- chik, Joseph Reznikov, Jack
4pm
B
Basketball
vs.
Chaminade
details of distributing ashes pus Minister Dan Finucane, Sinay, and Joe Slama.

5:30pm TASK Kickball
Lunch Special—Pasta Bar
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger

Cashbah Raffle Contest
The Cashbah Gold Rush Raffle contest is underway and ends on Tuesday, Feb.
17th. We are getting down to the wire! Show your school and homeroom spirit by selling tickets this weekend to friends, family, neighbors and others. Great prizes will be
awarded to the top sellers and the top selling homeroom. Prizes of $125, $75 and $50
will be awarded to the top three student sellers. The top selling homeroom will receive
a pizza party. With some effort this weekend, these prizes are all still well within reach!
Each student received one strip of raffle tickets to sell at the beginning of the contest. All are encouraged to sell those tickets at a minimum. Additional tickets in order
to sell this weekend may be requested from Mrs. Hartung, our receptionist.
Show your spirit, support your school and be a winner!

Photo of the Week

photo | Sam Fentress

Thursday, Ferbruary 19

Schedule R
V Hockey @ Challenge Cup Semifinal (also on Saturday)
V Wrestling @ Wrestling State Championship (through
Saturday)
AP
Snack—Mini Tacos
5:30pm TASK Floor Hockey
Lunch Special—Hand Breaded Tenders
Vegetarian—Fish

Friday, February 20

Schedule R

V Wrestling @ Wrestling State Championship
Mix-It-Up Lunch
AP
Snack—Bosco Sticks
5:00pm Strategic Thinking Closing Convocation
7:00pm V Basketball vs. Chaminade
Lunch Special—Bosco Sticks
Vegetarian—Cheese Pizza

calendar | Sam Chechik

art | Matthew Hennessey

The St. Francis Xavier College Church during the reading of Fr. Claude Heithaus’s 1944 homily.
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The Music Man closes this Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
Check out next week’s issue of the Prep News for a
look back at Schulte’s 65 years at SLUH.
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Jack “Bisous” Kiehl News Editor
Kevin “Just Do It” Murphy Sports Editor
Marty “Do you even sport?” Johnson Sports Editor
Nolen “[Insert R. Kelly Song]” Doorack Core Staff
Connor “Seamus” FitzGerald Core Staff
Leo “Do It Live” Heinz Core Staff
Keith “Doughnuts” Thomas Core Staff
Sam “Awkward Hug” Chechik Staff
Sam “4ever Alone” Heagney Staff
Charlie “Be Yours” Mueth Staff
Jack “Uptown Funk” Sinay Staff
Joe “Bah Humbug” Slama Staff
Mick “Hold Hands” Callahan Reporter

P.J. “Dream Big” Cox Reporter
Joe “Txt Me” Fentress Reporter
John Michael “Ur My BFF” Fitzgerald Reporter
Nick “1-800-Cupid” Messina Reporter
Tim “Melt Me” Nile Reporter
Jack “Puppy Love” Perryman Reporter
Joseph “Cutie Pie” Reznikov Reporter
Hap “Sales Meeting” Burke Staff Artist
Giuseppe “Happy 40th Anniversary” Vitellaro Staff Artist
Matthew “U R Cute” Hennessey Contributing Artist
Rollin “Be Mine” Jackson Contributing Artist
Patrick “No” Enderle Staff Photographer
Dominic “<3” Skroska Contributing Photographer
Mr. Steve “Grade My Papers” Missey Moderator

